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As thousands of employees across the globe connect remotely to their place of
employment every day, the recent outbreak of the Covid-19 Coronavirus has

highlighted the importance of these working capabilities. Meanwhile, businesses
lacking such software have been put in a sticky situation, unable to allow

employees into the office and unable to allow them to work productively from
home. Left scrambling to find a remote working solution, companies may find

themselves forking out more cash so that they can keep afloat during this
period. But we’re here to tell you that that’s not necessary. 3CX offers a free

version perpetually.

Working Remotely

Remote workers can make use of the phone
system and its features, such as status,
instant chat, the live website chat, web client
and smartphone apps, to keep in touch with
colleagues and customers. The 3CX
WebMeeting feature also allows them to
meet face to face and collaborate with
features such as whiteboard, PDF sharing,
polling and more.

Free communications features
anytime, anywhere

There are many solutions on the
market, many of which are either
extremely costly or have significantly
limited free versions. For users looking
for a free product to connect with
employees, students or clients, 3CX
cannot be beaten. Not only can you get
a full-featured web conferencing
solution, but it’s also much more stable.

Why 3CX for remote working?



3CX WebMeeting

Features:
Easy to use
Leverages WebRTC technology enabling
clientless video calls
Document Sharing
Advanced online classroom features
Text Chat & File Transfer
Screen Sharing & Remote Control

Business as Usual
During Covid-19:

Seamless transition to a remote
workforce
Maximize productivity from anywhere
Keep connected to customers and
employees
Integrated Video, LiveChat, Mobile Apps

Save Time &
Money:

Visualize a sales pitch with video
Host effective webinars using the
classroom features
Assist customers with screen sharing
and remote control
Impress your audience with high quality
presentation
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